
   

POOL RULES 

New Pool Hours- Tuesday-Sunday 12:00pm -8:00pm 

RESIDENTS ONLY-NO GUESTS 
 

1) Each resident must swipe their membership card to gain entrance to the facility. Validated membership cards 

must be presented to lifeguards. If card is invalid or does not work, resident will not be allowed into the pool 

area and must call to schedule an appointment with the Clubhouse Office to obtain a new card. 

2) Face Masks must be worn while entering and exiting the pool area. 

3) Residents should maintain social distancing, obey ground markings and signage and adhere to all rules and  

regulations at all times.                 

4) Each resident 18 years of age and older are required to complete a Waiver Limiting Liability each day upon 

entering the pool.  If refusal to sign occurs, residents will not be permitted to enter the facility.   

5) Resident children under the age of 12 must be accompanied by an adult (Minimum Age 21) at all times. 

6) Members must be free of contagious disease or infectious conditions. 

7) Pool may be closed for any reason deemed by the pool manager, lifeguards or Recreation Trustee. 

8) Residents will be held responsible for any damages caused by the resident or members of their household. 

9) No swimmer will be allowed in deep end of pool unless they can demonstrate their ability to swim one  

 width of the pool and to tread water for at least 30 seconds.  

10)  No swim accessories or pool toys are allowed. 

       11)   Unnecessary conversation with the lifeguard’s while on duty is not  permitted.             

       12)   Must have swim apparel to enter pool area, unless you are an adult  supervising a child.                                         

       13)   Electronic equipment such as a radio are allowed as long as they do not interfere with other residents. 

       14)   Residents may bring their own chairs or utilize the ones available at the facility. Residents that choose to use 

 our chairs/loungers must wipe them down prior to and after usage. 

       15)  No parties are allowed. No group size of over 6 people are allowed at anytime. 

       16)  If at any time the facility reaches full capacity (82 patrons), a two hour time limit will be immediately enforced.

 At that time, any residents that have been at the facility for two hours or more will be asked to leave to allow 

               other residents that have not attended that day the opportunity to enter .   

      17)   NO Profanity      

              NO Improper Behavior    

              NO Vulgar Remarks    

              NO Pets      

              NO Glass Items     

              NO Diapers (Swim Diapers Only)     

              NO Frisbees     

              NO Balls (Water Toys Only)     

              NO Diving in Shallow End of Pool 

 NO Flips     

            NO Pushing  
 NO Horseplay 

 NO Piggyback Games 

 NO Chicken Fight Games 

 NO Shorts or Cutoffs in the Water 

 NO Loitering in Walkway of Pool Entrance 

 NO Loitering around Lifeguard Table or Stands 

 NO Behavior that is Deemed Harmful to Resident or Other Guest 

 

 

 

Failure to adhere to these rules will result in loss of membership card, 

and forfeiture of pool privileges. 


